Downregulation of Noxa by RAF/MEK inhibition counteracts cell death response in mutant B-RAF melanoma cells
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Abstract: FDA approval of new therapies in 2011 has greatly expanded the treatment options for metastatic melanoma. Patients with V600 mutant v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 (B-RAF) positive metastatic melanoma are now treated with the RAF inhibitor, vemurafenib (Zelboraf) as a first line therapy. Vemurafenib decreases tumor size by at least 30% in approximately 50% of patients and increases progression-free survival and overall patient survival compared to the previous standard-of-care, dacarbazine. However, some patients treated with vemurafenib fail to show significant tumor shrinkage, and most patients who initially respond to the drug eventually show disease progression. Therefore, there is a clinical need to improve efficacy and prevent resistance to vemurafenib. It has been previously shown that cell death resulting from RAF/mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase (MEK) inhibition is largely dependent on increased expression of pro-apoptotic, Bcl-2 homology domain (BH3)-only proteins, such as Bim-EL and Bmf. Here, we show that contrary to expression of Bim-EL and Bmf, the pro-apoptotic, BH3-only protein, phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate-induced protein 1 (Noxa), is strongly downregulated after RAF/MEK inhibition. This downregulation occurs at both the protein and mRNA level of expression and is associated with the inhibition of cell cycle progression. Restoring expression of Noxa in combination with RAF/MEK inhibition enhances cell death. Co-expression of the pro-survival, B-cell CLL/lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) family member, myeloid cell leukemia sequence 1 (Mcl-1), with Noxa fully mitigates the enhanced cell death associated with increased Noxa expression. These data indicate that manipulating the Noxa/Mcl-1 axis may enhance the efficacy of RAF/MEK inhibitors.
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Introduction

Prior to 2011, treatment options for metastatic melanoma were limited. Standard of care for the disease usually involved systemic therapies such as IL-2 or dacarbazine. These therapies were often associated with high levels of toxicity and low success rates [1]. However, recent FDA approval of new treatments for metastatic melanoma has brought hope to this struggling field. Ipilimumab (Yervoy) was the first of the recently approved therapeutic interventions. This human monoclonal antibody binds to cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) and stimulates the immune response [2]. It has been approved to treat melanoma that cannot be cured by surgical resection and is not dependent on the mutational status of the patient’s disease. A second recently approved therapeutic is the small molecule RAF inhibitor, vemurafenib (Zelboraf). Vemurafenib inhibits B-RAF signaling in mutant B-RAF melanoma cells and is specifically used in patients with metastatic melanoma harboring a V600 mutation [3-5].

B-RAF is a serine/threonine kinase that is mutated in approximately 50% of melanomas [6]. The most common mutation in B-RAF is a V600E substitution in the activation domain that causes constitutive kinase activity and downstream phosphorylation/activation of the
MEK-extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK)1/2 cascade [6]. Because mutant B-RAF is known to act as a driver mutation in melanoma, the development and clinical efficacy of vemurafenib has been an important step forward in treating this disease. In clinical trials, the inhibitor has shown tremendous success and has yielded a significant reduction in tumor burden in approximately 50% of patients with V600 mutant B-RAF melanoma [3, 4]. Additionally, progression-free survival and overall survival were significantly improved compared to dacarbazine treatment [3].

Despite the initial success of vemurafenib, most patients experience tumor relapse while on this therapy [4, 7]. Several mechanisms accounting for resistance to vemurafenib have been identified [8-13]. These mechanisms usually involve either reactivation of ERK1/2 signaling or increased activity of other compensatory pathways [14, 15]. Although some mechanisms of resistance have already been identified, it is critical to further understand why some patients do not respond to vemurafenib in order to maximize the cytotoxic effects of RAF inhibitors.

Previous research has shown that cell death resulting from RAF/MEK inhibition is largely dependent on changes in Bcl-2 family member proteins, such as increased expression of pro-apoptotic BH3-only proteins, Bim-EL and Bmf, and decreased expression of anti-apoptotic proteins, such as Mcl-1 [16, 17]. The action of pro-apoptotic, BH3-only proteins is crucial to neutralizing anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members and activating Bcl-2-antagonist/killer1 (BAK) and Bcl-2-associated X protein (BAX) [18, 19]. This activation leads to enhanced permeability of the outer membrane of the mitochondria, which is a crucial step for the initiation of cell death [19].

BH3-mimetic compounds, such as ABT-737, have been developed in an effort to therapeutically recapitulate the action of these BH3-only proteins in order to increase tumor cell death [20, 21]. However, the use of ABT-737 as a single agent therapy in the clinic has been disappointing in solid cancers, largely as a result of strong Mcl-1 activity, which is not targeted by this compound [21]. Despite this difficulty, the concept of modulating the balance of Bcl-2 family member proteins in combination with other therapeutic interventions is presently an area of intense investigation.

In this study, we show that the Mcl-1-antagonizing, BH3-only protein, Noxa, is strongly downregulated after treatment with RAF/MEK inhibitors in melanoma cells. This downregulation is associated with decreased abundance of Noxa mRNA. PLX4720-induced alterations in cell cycle proteins correlate with decreased Noxa expression, and direct inhibition of cell cycle progression using a cyclin dependent kinase (CDK)4/6 inhibitor results in a downregulation of Noxa mRNA and protein. Restoration of Noxa expression increases cell death resulting from treatment with RAF/MEK inhibitors. Co-expression of Mcl-1 with Noxa fully mitigates the enhanced cell death observed in RAF inhibitor treated cells expressing Noxa alone.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

Human melanoma cell lines, WM115 and 1205Lu, were kindly donated by Dr. Meenhard Herlyn (Wistar Institute, Philadelphia, PA). A375 and SK-MEL28 cells were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). WM115, 1205Lu and SK-MEL28 cells were cultured in MCDB 153 medium containing 20% Leibovitz L-15 medium, 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.2% sodium bicarbonate and 5µg/mL insulin. A375 cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS. All cell lines have been verified by DNA sequencing for their B-RAF mutational status.

Inhibitors

PLX4720 was kindly provided by Dr. Gideon Bollag (Plexxikon, Berkeley, CA). U0126 was purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA). PD-0332991 was purchased from Selleck Chemicals (Houston, TX).

Western blotting

Western blotting was done as previously described [22]. The following antibodies were utilized: anti-B-RAF (#SC-5284, Santa-Cruz Biotech, Santa Cruz, CA); anti-Noxa (#OP180, Calbiochem, Billerica, MA); anti-phosphoERK1/2 Thr202/Tyr204 (#4377, Cell
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Signaling Tech anti-ERK2 (#SC-154, Santa-Cruz Biotech); anti-actin (#A2066, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO); anti-E2F1 (#SC-251, Santa-Cruz Biotech); anti-phosphoRb Ser780 (#9307, Cell Signaling Tech); anti-Rb (#9309, Cell Signaling Tech); anti-Cyclin A1 (#SC-751, Santa-Cruz Biotech); anti-phosphoRb Ser801/807 (#9308, Cell Signaling Tech); anti-Parp (#9542, Cell Signaling Tech); anti-Mcl-1 (#559027, Becton Dickinson Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Signal was detected using peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody followed by development using chemiluminescence substrate (Pierce, Rockford, IL) and a Versadoc Imaging system equipped with Quantity-One software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

siRNA transfections

Cells were transfected with siRNAs at a final concentration of 25nmol/L using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Non-targeting control (5'-UGGUUUACAUGUCGAA-3') and B-RAF (5'-ACAGAGACCUCAAGAGAUU-3') siRNAs were purchased from Dharmacom (Lafayette, CO).

Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (q-RT-PCR)

q-RT-PCR was performed as previously described [16]. The following primers were used: Noxa-forward, 5’-TGTTCGTGTTCAGCTCGCTGTC-3’; Noxa-reverse, 5’-CACACTCGACTCCAGCCTGTC-3’; actin-forward, 5’-TACCTCATGAAGATCCTCAC-3’; actin-reverse, 5’-TTTCGTGGATGCCACAGGAC-3’. Relative mRNA levels were calculated using the comparative Ct (ΔCt) method. Quantitation of mRNA levels relative to actin represents data from three independent experiments.

Xenograft assays

Melanoma cells (1x10^6) were injected intradermally into female athymic mice (NU/J: Jackson) and allowed 10 days to reach appropriate volume. Mice were then fed either AIN-76A chow or AIN-76A with 417 mg/kg PLX4720 chow for 72 hrs and tumors were harvested for RNA using TRizol (Invitrogen).

Lentiviral construction and transduction

pLenti6/TR was purchased from Invitrogen. Noxa and Mcl-1 were cloned into pENTR/D-TOPO (Invitrogen) and LR recombined into pLentipuro/T0/V5-DEST or pLent4/T0/V5-DEST, respectively. Expression constructs and packaging plasmids pLP1, pLP2, and pLP/VSIG were cotransfected into HEK293FT cells to generate viral particles. Cells were transduced with particles for 72 hrs and then selected with blasticidin (pLenti6/TR), puromycin (pLentipuro constructs) or zeocin (pLenti4 constructs), as described previously [23, 24]. A375TR and SK-MEL28TR cells are clonal isolates selected for high expression of the Tet repressor (TR) and used for sequential transductions. Transgene expression was induced with doxycycline (100ng/mL).

Cell death assays

Analysis of annexin V staining (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) was performed as previously described [16]. Staining was measured by flow cytometry on the FACS Calibur (BD Biosciences), and data were analyzed using Flowjo software (Three Star, Inc., Ashland, OR).

Results

Noxa is downregulated by inhibition of RAF-MEK-ERK1/2 signaling

We and others have previously shown that inhibition of the RAF-MEK-ERK1/2 pathway in melanoma cells results in a dramatic increase in the levels of pro-apoptotic proteins, such as Bim-EL and Bmf [16, 17]. To explore the effects of ERK1/2 signaling on apoptotic signaling further, B-RAF regulation of additional pro-apoptotic, BH3-only family members was tested. Mutant B-RAF melanoma cells were transfected with either control or B-RAF siRNA. Expression levels of the pro-apoptotic protein, Noxa, were readily detectable in several melanoma cell lines transfected with control siRNA; however, contrary to the pattern of other BH3-only family members, expression of Noxa was dramatically downregulated by B-RAF knockdown (Figure 1A). Noxa levels showed a slight decrease after eight hours of treatment with the RAF inhibitor, PLX4720, and showed a further decrease after 24 hours of treatment (Figure 1B). Downregulation of Noxa in melanoma cells was also detected using the MEK1/2 inhibitor, U0126 (Figure 1C). In summary, inhibition of mutant B-RAF-MEK signaling causes decreased expression of pro-apoptotic Noxa.
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Figure 1. Downregulation of Noxa occurs after inhibition of RAF/MEK signaling in melanoma cells. A: Mutant B-RAF harboring WM115, 1205Lu and A375 cells were transfect-ed with non-targeting control siRNA or B-RAF siRNA. After 72 hrs, cells were lysed and analyzed by Western blotting, as indicated. B: WM115 and 1205Lu cells were treated with PLX4720 (5µM) for the indicated times. Cells were then lysed and analyzed by Western blotting, as indicated. C: WM115, 1205Lu, A375 and SK-MEL28 cells were treated with DMSO (-) or U0126 (10µM). After 24 hrs, cells were lysed and analyzed by Western blotting, as indicated.

Figure 2. Downregulation of Noxa after RAF/MEK inhibition is associated with decreased mRNA. A: 1205Lu and A375 cells were treated with DMSO or PLX4720 (5µM). After 24hrs, cells were harvested for total RNA isolation and analyzed by qRT-PCR for Noxa and actin (control). Quantitation of data from three independent experiments is represented as the mean relative mRNA level of Noxa in each condition. Error bars represent standard error. *p-value<0.05 and **p-value<0.01 comparing DMSO and PLX4720 conditions based on unpaired Student t-test. B: Athymic, nude mice harboring 1205Lu intradermal xenograft tumors were fed either vehicle chow (N=4) or PLX4720-containing chow (N=3). After 72hrs, tumors were harvested for total RNA isolation and analyzed by qRT-PCR for Noxa and actin (control). Quantitation of data is represented as the mean relative mRNA level of Noxa. Error bars represent standard error. **p-value<0.01 comparing vehicle and PLX4720 conditions based on unpaired Student t-test. C: 1205Lu cells that were treated with either DMSO (-) or U0126 (10µM) were treated with 10µg/mL cycloheximide (CHX). After the indicated time, cells were lysed and analyzed by Western blotting, as indicated. Graphed is quantition of Noxa protein normalized to actin.
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Noxa downregulation occurs at the mRNA level

Bcl-2 family members are often regulated by multiple mechanisms, including transcription and post-translational modifications [25, 26]; thus, we sought to clarify the mechanism by which Noxa expression decreased after RAF/MEK inhibition. Noxa mRNA abundance, as determined by q-RT-PCR, was significantly decreased in cells treated with PLX4720 in vitro (Figure 2A). In order to explore this result further, we injected 1205Lu cells intradermally into nude mice, allowed cells to establish tumors and exposed them to PLX4720 for five days. Similar to in vitro studies, Noxa mRNA was also decreased in tumors harvested from xenograft samples treated with PLX4720 compared to tumors harvested from vehicle-treated mice (Figure 2B). To exclude the possibility that Noxa protein was downregulated after RAF/MEK inhibition through increased protein turnover, cells were exposed to the translational inhibitor, cycloheximide in the absence and presence of the MEK inhibitor, U0126. Although Noxa protein rapidly decreased in a matter of hours, the turnover of protein was not influenced by MEK-ERK1/2 signaling (Figure 2C). These data suggest that Noxa downregulation after RAF/MEK inhibition is dependent on decreased mRNA abundance.

Inhibition of cell cycle progression downregulates Noxa expression

Treatment of mutant B-RAF melanoma cells with RAF inhibitors elicits an overall growth arrest accompanied by alterations in cell cycle proteins [27, 28]. Because Noxa expression has been associated with cell cycle progression [29, 30] in addition to its role in apoptosis, we hypothesized that downregulation of Noxa by RAF/MEK inhibition may be due to changes

Figure 3. Noxa downregulation occurs in response to cell cycle inhibition. A: 1205Lu and A375 cells were treated with PLX4720 (5µM) for the indicated times. Cells were then lysed and analyzed by Western blotting, as indicated. B: WM115 and SK-MEL28 cells were treated with DMSO (-) or PD-0332991 (500nM). After 24 hrs, cells were lysed and analyzed by Western blotting, as indicated. C: Same as B, except that cells were harvested for total RNA isolation and analyzed by qRT-PCR for Noxa and actin (control). Quantitation of data from three independent experiments is represented as the mean relative mRNA level of Noxa in each condition. Error bars represent standard error. *p-value<0.05 comparing DMSO and PD-0332991 conditions based on unpaired Student t-test.
in cell cycle kinetics. Western blot analysis revealed that decreased Noxa expression correlated with PLX4720-induced changes in cell cycle regulators such as Rb and E2F1 (Figure 3A). In order to determine if altering cell cycle progression independent of RAF/MEK inhibition would result in Noxa downregulation, we treated mutant B-RAF melanoma cell lines with the CDK4/6 inhibitor, PD-0332991. Efficacy of this compound was confirmed by Rb dephosphorylation and E2F1 and cyclin A downregulation (Figure 3B). Noxa expression was severely attenuated by PD-0332991 treatment despite no change in ERK1/2 phosphorylation (Figure 3B). Noxa downregulation by PD-0332991 was also associated with decreased mRNA abundance as determined by q-RT-PCR (Figure 3C). These data indicate that Noxa expression is associated with cell cycle progression in mutant B-RAF melanoma cells.

**Restoration of Noxa expression enhances cell death caused by RAF/MEK inhibitors**

We hypothesized that one way to improve the cytotoxic actions of RAF inhibitors would be to restore expression of Noxa. To test this hypothesis, we utilized doxycycline-regulated cell lines to induce Noxa expression in the absence of ERK1/2 signaling (Figure 4A and 4B). Although Noxa expression alone had no effect on cell death, the expression of Noxa in the presence

*Figure 4.* Restoration of Noxa expression enhances cell death by RAF/MEK inhibitors. A: A375TR cells harboring doxycycline-inducible Noxa were treated with DMSO, PLX4720 (5µM) or U0126 (10µM) and +/- 100ng/mL doxycycline. After 24 hrs, cells were lysed and analyzed by Western blotting, as indicated. B: Same as A, except that SK-MEL28TR cells harboring doxycycline-inducible Noxa were used. C: Same as A, except that cells were harvested and stained with annexin V-APC for cell death analysis after 48 hrs of treatment. Quantitation of data from three independent experiments is represented by the mean percentage of cells staining positive for annexin V-APC. Error bars represent standard error. **p-value<0.01 comparing cells in the absence and presence of doxycycline based on unpaired Student t-test. D: Same as C, except that SK-MEL28TR cells harboring doxycycline-inducible Noxa were used. *p-value<0.05 and **p-value<0.01 comparing cells in the absence and presence of doxycycline based on unpaired Student t-test. E: Lysates from A and B were analyzed by Western blotting for cleaved PARP.
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of PLX4720 or U0126 resulted in a dramatic increase in cell death based on annexin V staining (Figure 4C and 4D). Additionally, the increase in annexin V staining was accompanied by increased cleavage of PARP, another marker of apoptosis (Figure 4E). In summary, Noxa re-expression enhances RAF/MEK inhibitor-induced cell death.

Mcl-1 expression mitigates enhanced PLX4720-induced cell death in Noxa-expressing cells

The efficacy of BH3-mimetics is often stymied by high levels of anti-apoptotic proteins, most notably Mcl-1 [21]. Since Noxa is a direct antagonist of Mcl-1, we sought to determine whether the enhanced efficacy of RAF and MEK inhibition resulting from increased Noxa expression would be reduced by high levels of Mcl-1. In order to address this, we used mutant B-RAF, melanoma cell lines that ectopically expressed Noxa and Mcl-1 simultaneously upon exposure to doxycycline. Noxa expression in the cell lines expressing both Noxa and Mcl-1 was comparable to the level of Noxa expression in the original Noxa-expressing cell lines (Figure 5A and 5B). As expected, restoration of Noxa alone enhanced the cytotoxicity of PLX4720; however, cells that expressed Noxa and Mcl-1 simultaneously had levels of PLX4720-induced cell death that were comparable to non-induced cell lines (Figure 5C and 5D). This demonstrates that the increased cell death caused by restoring Noxa expression can be fully blocked by Mcl-1 expression.
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Discussion

In order to improve the benefit of RAF inhibitors to treat metastatic mutant B-RAF melanoma, it is necessary to identify mechanisms that decrease the full efficacy of these inhibitors. Our data indicate that the pro-apoptotic, BH3-only protein, Noxa, is dramatically downregulated upon inhibition of RAF/MEK signaling in melanoma cells. This downregulation is opposite of the effect observed with other BH3-only proteins, namely Bim-EL and Bmf, and counteracts the overall pro-apoptotic stimulus resulting from RAF/MEK inhibition. The counteracting effects of Noxa downregulation may explain the low level of cell death that some cell lines show in response to inhibitors of RAF or MEK. Additionally, downregulation of Noxa in patients treated with vemurafenib may decrease the efficacy of this inhibitor and may account for the low level of response seen in some patients.

RAF/MEK inhibition has been shown to attenuate cell cycle progression in mutant B-RAF melanoma cells [27, 28]. Our data show that expression of Noxa correlates with PLX4720-induced changes in cell cycle regulators. Additionally, direct inhibition of the cell cycle with a CDK4/6 inhibitor causes a dramatic decrease in Noxa expression. This suggests that growth arrested melanoma cells may have less apoptotic potential in response to RAF inhibitors. In support of this idea, initial drug-tolerance in response to chemotherapeutic treatment is characterized by a subpopulation of growth arrested cells that eventually gain further genetic alterations that permit further cell growth [31]. Therefore, decreased cell cycle progression in response to RAF/MEK inhibition may result in gene expression changes that increase survival.

Although Noxa is downregulated by RAF/MEK inhibition, our data indicate that restoring the expression of Noxa increases the cell death response to these inhibitors. Therefore, increasing Noxa expression through clinical methods may offer benefit to patients treated with vemurafenib. For example, previous data have shown that histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors can enhance expression of pro-apoptotic proteins, including Noxa [32, 33]. Additionally, preliminary evidence suggests that using HDAC inhibitors such as vorinostat (suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid - SAHA) can enhance the cytotoxic effect of vemurafenib (data not shown). Current work in our lab is investigating this further in order to determine if this combination treatment may offer benefit in a clinical setting.

Since the cell death resulting from RAF/MEK inhibition in melanoma cells is largely dependent on changes in Bcl-2 family member proteins [16, 17], using BH3-mimetics that would augment these changes may benefit patients treated with vemurafenib. However, current BH3-mimetics, such as ABT-737, have shown limited efficacy as single agent therapies due to their insufficient ability to target Mcl-1 [21]. In melanoma cells, resistance to ABT-737 as a single agent therapy has been shown to be dependent on high levels of Mcl-1 expression [34]. Our data support a similar conclusion as the increased cell death of Noxa expression is overcome by simultaneously upregulating Mcl-1 expression. Therefore, BH3-mimetics that are capable of targeting Mcl-1 may prove to be the most beneficial to use in combination with vemurafenib.
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